Class reps
First meeting
Megan roche, Clayton chapman, Benja Brauen-Alwarid
gradfh22@gmail.com

November 4th 2021
Members/meeting attendants:
Megan, Clayton, Benja, Queenie, Lily, Ava, Cadence.
Designated titles:
President-megan roche
Vice-president-clayton chapman
Secretary-benja brauen-alwarid

fundraising/advertisement:
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○

Christmas bake sale and candy cane deliveries

○

Valentines day matchmaking and rose deliveries

○

Exam prep help/study area with snacks

○

Carnival

○

Early dismissal lunch

○

Bake sales

○

Bottle drives

○

Contests/fashion show

○

The jars

○

Parade floats

Christmas bake sale:
●

Everyone needs to participate (members) and there will be sign up sheets on the
grad board.
○

Sheets will need name and what they are making as well as contact info

○

Recipe should be available for allergy purposes

○

Is being held on early dismissal day (dec.8th)

Personalized candy cane grams:
●

Lucia, Ava, Lily, Cadence, and Benja will be responsible for this activity.
○

There will be sign up sheets with the required name of receiver as well as
their grade and class schedule

○

There will also be a “special message” section which can be easily removed to
be attached to the candy cane.

○

They will need to be pre-ordered before the fifteenth of december and
placed into the box on the grad board.

Valentines day match-making:
●

Queenie, Megan, and Benja will be responsible for this activity.
○

There will need to be questions asked about the sheets.

○

No date for this has been decided

Valentines day rose deliveries:
●

Lucia, Lily and Benja will be responsible for this activity.
○

Sheets will be made similarly to the Christmas candy cane sheets.

○

People must submit their pre-order forms by friday the 11th of feb.

We mentioned having a meeting specifically for clothing with our best friend (michael).
Clothing options would be hoodies, crewnecks, sweatpants, masks, pins and stickers.
joining the parents committee in order to see what they're thoughts on the year book are is
important megan , clayton and benja would attend those meetings as well as anyone else
who would like to once they approve, in the end we may need to ask people to help with
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that or we may need to do it ourselves we; could always borrow cameras from the
photography club or ask them to make it a project for them. For bottle drives we need
more people and might advertise in the star and or broadcast on CKRW.
As far as grad venues we are thinking about the takhini arena as to fit more people! There
would be draws every few hours at prom (12 in total) prizes increasing in value the later it
gets. Prom would be from 7pm-1am. As for photographers for the grad we are thinking of
hiring starflower photography or asking some kids from mercier to photograph since we
plan to invite them to our grad. Plus ones will be allowed and given identification to avoid
plus ones being transferred.
As far as themes go clayton suggested hollywood/red carpet which from what it seemed in
the meeting we are all excited about, advantages to this theme are we dont have to worry
about clashing colours with anyones outfit, parents can see us but don't have to go to the
prom (they can watch us walk the red carpet and take pictures as we do so; like paparazzi),
and it would look timeless. We still need to put a suggestion box onto the grad board so
that we get to hear everyone's opinions and don't face backlash for not asking if there are
other ideas out there, for catering we would do food trucks.
For the fashion show if you know any business owners or just anyone who would like to
make donations in general whether it be to the fashion show or to other events we are
responsible for please talk to them and or let us know and we will talk to them if you're
uncomfortable doing so. The email listed at the top of this page is now our committees
email so if there are interested donors then feel free to give them that contact info or the
number 1(867)334-3927 - benjas phone number so that she can coordinate and make sure
they are really interested before getting them to speak with the treasurer on the parents
grad committee as to not waste her time with people who aren't actually interested.
For our next meeting there will be some topics that we need to discuss prepared so that
our discussions are a bit less over the place and we can prioritize the right things at the
right time (of course there will be open discussion as well because the collaborative idea
discussions can be super constructive!)Thanks for reading (if you did) and see you next
thursday!(If you have and helpful criticism on what could make this meeting summary
better please let me know - benja)
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